Information TechnolSETUP YOUR MEMS SENSORS LABORATORY
Introducing MEMS Cantilever and Heater Sensor Technologies
WHO WE ARE:
We are a Product R&D
organization working in
the sphere of MEMS.

OUR STORY:
We are a spin-off from the
Center of Excellence in
Nanoelectronics at IIT-B
founded in 2011.

Revolutionary Table-top Platforms for Education and Research
developed in collaboration with IIT Bombay
OUR EXPERTIZE:
Microsensor Fabrication
Surface Bio/Chemistry
Embedded Systems
Product Design & Testing

What is MEMS?
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) are miniature devices that
comprise integrated mechanical (levers, springs, deformable membranes,
vibrating structures, etc.) and electrical (resistors, capacitors, inductors,
etc.) components designed to work in conjunction to sense and report on
the physical properties of their immediate or local environment, or to perform some kind of controlled physical interaction or actuation with their
immediate or local environment, when signaled to do so.

Why MEMS?
CONTACT US:
NanoSniff Technologies,
M-01, SINE, CSRE bldg,
IIT Bombay, Powai,
Mumbai, Maharashtra,
India.
www.nanosniff.com
contact@nanosniff.com
+91 22 25721090







MEMS-based solutions yield product cost advantages
Compatibility of MEMS devices with CMOS electronics simplifies
design cycles and speeds time-to-market
Low power consumption compared to macro-based solutions
Reliability and Ruggedness- MEMS devices can deliver military/
automotive/medical device-class reliability in real-world applications.
The future of MEMS is rich with commercial possibilities, including the
trillions of MEMS sensors envisioned to be used as the eyes and ears of
the Internet of Things (IoT)
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Information Technology Solutions
NanoSniff’s Revolutionary MEMS Sensors
Piezoresistive MEMS Silicon Cantilevers





A Cantilever is a diving board like structure that is anchored at one end and the rest is
suspended.
It can deflect both upwards and downwards due to compressive and tensile stresses
causing strain in the whole structure.
The Piezoresistive structure enables measurement of this strain in the form of change
in resistance between two conducting points at the base of the cantilever.
Therefore, the Piezoresistive MEMS cantilever is capable of transducing a nanomechanical motion (i.e. deflection) into an electrical signal.

Platinum based MEMS Heaters with integrated temperature sensor






MEMS Heaters are micrometer sized hotplates.
They are composed of thin suspended membranes that have a resistive coil sandwiched
between electrically insulating, but thermally conducting layers.
Our MEMS Heaters come with a thermally coupled temperature sensor coil (RTD) for
real-time temperature measurement.
Upon supplying an input voltage to the heater coil, the temperature of the membrane
rises due to resistive heating.
A constant current is given to the RTD coil to measure it’s resistance, thereby
measuring the temperature of the membrane (resistance-temperature relation).

Information TechnolNanoSniff’s first-of-its-kind MEMS Research Platforms
OmniCant: To perform Experiments with MEMS Cantilevers



A Piezoresistive MEMS Cantilever based Experimentation Platform for Vapour Phase
Analysis of Volatile Organic Compounds and Gases
It comprises an Analyte Chamber, a Detection Chamber, Mass Flow Controllers along
with multi-channel real-time graphical display, data logging and PC software

OmniCant: Working











A Vial in the Analyte Chamber houses the target compound to be detected (as a liquid)
This target solution is heated to generate it’s vapours
There is a Detection Chamber where the MEMS Cantilever is housed.
The surface of the Cantilever is functionalized with a compound having affinity for the
target compound
The vapours of the target compound are carried to the Detection Chamber using Mass
Flow Controllers and a Carrier Gas (Nitrogen– as it is inert)
Here, the MEMS Cantilever is exposed to the target vapours
Due to the affinity between the target vapours and surface functionalized cantilever,
physical adsorption/chemical binding takes place on the surface of the cantilever. This
causes a change in surface stress leading to a deflection of the Cantilever. This nanomechanical deflection leads to a strain in embedded piezoresistor, which in turn causes
a change in the resistance of the Cantilever.
Once the flow of target vapours is stopped, the cantilever goes back to its original state
and it’s resistance returns to the original value
This interaction between the Cantilever and the target vapours is seen real-time on the
display as a plot of Resistance v/s Time
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Sensimer: To perform Experiments with MEMS Heaters



A desk-top experimentation and research platform to drive, control and monitor
Microheaters, and to record and analyze their thermal response.
It comprises a Microheater and associated electronics, Software to define Electrical
Excitation and to observe the corresponding response of the Microheater.

Sensimer: Working







The Microheater is given an electrical excitation in the form of standard input signals
like sine, square, triangular, etc. or user-defined inputs
This excitation causes the heater to ramp up to several tens and hundreds of degrees
with a characteristic thermal profile that depends on the type of input
The thermal profile can be seen as a graph of Temperature v/s Time
The rise and fall times to different input signals can be analyzed
Each PCB comes with 2 Microheaters to enable carrying out differential measurements
Experiments can be performed to study the effect of addition of thermal mass on the
thermal response of the Microheater.

Sensimer: For Research/Projects/Product Development
Sensimer can be used to carry out various nano-scale heating, thermal monitoring,
thermal cycling & gas sensing experiments, etc. It can also take temperature v/s time
schedule as an input to execute pre-defined thermal cycles like the ones used in PCR.

With our MEMS Lab Products, you can:





Undertake Research Projects: Perform experiments with our MEMS sensors,
characterize them and report your findings in Publications
Product Development: Use our sensors for various MEMS-BioMEMS sensing. Build
your prototype around our system and electronics
Conduct a full-fledged course on MEMS Fabrication and Devices/Smart Systems
Start exploring the world of MEMS and Nanotechnology based Sensing Systems

